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Direct Current Load Banks  
for Battery Capacity Testing

Reliable Direct Current (DC) power requires battery systems to be maintained according to industry standards and 
manufacturer recommendations. A proper maintenance program includes routine capacity testing to assess battery 
condition and anticipate battery replacement. This document describes how DC load banks provide solutions for effec-
tively testing batteries to ensure reliable operation. It also identifies industry standards that address battery testing. 

The Need for Capacity Testing
Battery capacity is the measure of energy that a battery can store. Capacity testing verifies that the battery can deliver 
its rated power when needed. This testing assesses the battery’s ability to deliver a specified amount of current at a 
constant rate for a specified time to a specified end voltage.

Capacity discharge testing is the only true means for measuring battery capacity, which must be known to estimate 
runtime for a given load. A resistive DC load bank provides the best practical means for properly conducting capacity 
tests. Periodic capacity testing enables evaluation of battery service life and can help avoid catastrophic failures. Data 
from capacity tests can be evaluated to:

• Detect developing problems
• Indicate whether batteries should be replaced
• Establish a performance baseline for  
 subsequent trend analyses

A DC load bank will provide the accuracy required 
for effective capacity testing. A properly designed 
DC load bank features digital volt and amp meters 
for monitoring real-time conditions. These units 
are available with nominal voltages of 12, 24, 
36, 48, 80, 125, 240, 380, 480 VDC, with current 
ranges up to 600 Amps. Multiple load banks can 
be connected in parallel to test larger battery 
strings.

Standards for Capacity Testing
The primary standards for maintaining and 
testing batteries in stationary applications are 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE) IEEE 450-2010, IEEE 1188-2005, and IEEE 
1106-2005, which address vented lead-acid, 
valve-regulated lead acid, and vented nickel-
cadmium batteries, respectively; and North 
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American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Standard PRC-005-2. These documents state that capacity tests 
should be performed on Vented Lead-Acid and Nickel-Cadmium batteries once every five years and on Valve  
Regulated Lead-Acid batteries once every 12 to 18 months. In addition, NERC Standard PRC-005-2 - Protection  
System Maintenance requires that (1) Vented Lead-Acid and Nickel-Cadmium batteries be discharge-tested once 
every six years, and (2) Valve Regulated Lead-Acid batteries be tested every three years.

Battery Testing Applications
Capacity testing is an essential practice for supporting critical backup battery maintenance programs at telecommunica-
tion, data center, utility, and industrial facilities. Battery capacity testing also plays an important role in the motive power 
industry, where batteries are used in vehicles such as forklifts and hybrid-powered cars and trucks. These applications 
are further described below.

Telecommunications

Telecommunication power systems provide high-speed data, telephone and other communication services. Maintain-
ing batteries in central offices and other telecom facilities can ensure that systems remain operational during power 
disruptions. Remote transmission facilities benefit from battery monitoring and testing, where batteries can face 
harsh environmental conditions that shorten battery service life. Preventive testing and maintenance on these  
systems helps avoid unexpected battery failure, which can lead to hazardous working conditions, fire, network  
outages, and potential loss of customers.

Data Centers/Uninterruptible Power Supplies

Uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) provide emergency power when main power fails. UPS systems utilize strings 
of batteries for backup power during an outage. Failure of a data center UPS can impact or interrupt operations and 
result in substantial business losses. At these facilities, battery condition and performance are consistently found to 
be leading causes of failures. 

One means for avoiding these losses is accurately identifying batteries that are at risk of failure, then servicing or 
replacing them as needed. The necessary data can only be derived from performance testing. In order to obtain this 
data, a UPS battery string is typically tested using a DC load bank. The type of load test will depend on the type of  
batteries used in the UPS. The most meaningful tests record battery current, voltage, and temperature under load 
conditions. For instance, dissimilar voltages from cell-to-cell or string-to-string are a clear indication of battery  
degradation. 
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Utilities and Industrial
Utility companies use batteries in outside plant and remote facilities. At these facilities, capacity testing is required 
for preventative maintenance according to NERC PRC-005-2 - Protection System Maintenance. Under this standard, 
Vented Lead Acid and NiCad batteries require testing every six years. Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid batteries must be 
tested every three years.

In cases where backup power is unavailable, an on-line capacity test can be performed. In this type of test, the regular 
substation load is connected to the battery string, and is continuously monitored. If the substation load is insufficient 
to fully exercise the battery string, the load bank applies additional load to bring the total load to the level required for 
the test. This method requires an external feedback accessory to monitor the substation load current.

Motive Power
Load testing is becoming increasingly important in the motive power field. Load banks are used in electric vehicles 
such as forklifts, and in hybrid vehicles such as automobiles, to assess how the batteries perform under load. Many 
forklift batteries go through an industry standard 6-hour discharge test. Portable, caster-mounted DC load banks 
make vehicular battery testing easy and accessible.

Summary
Testing batteries according to industry standards and manufacturer recommendations enables users to forecast 
when batteries will require replacement. A DC load bank provides the most practical means for properly testing the 
capacity of battery strings and individual batteries. A proactive battery testing program using DC load banks is the 
best way to identify issues, anticipate replacements, and ensure reliability.
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